ABOUT THE STRATEGY
KEYWORD VISUALS use mnemonics to emphasize the meaning of unknown words. They involve linking a keyword with visual imagery. In this strategy, students pair a keyword that sounds similar to the unknown vocabulary word with a visual that provides a definition of the vocabulary word interacting with a visual of the keyword. This keyword paired with the visual helps link the phonetic aspects of the vocabulary word to visual imagery and makes it easier to understand and remember new vocabulary words. Research indicates that this strategy is most effective when the teacher creates the keyword mnemonic as opposed to students.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STRATEGY
- Select the vocabulary words to teach
- Select a keyword that sounds similar to some part of the vocabulary word. The keyword should be familiar, concrete, and easily pictured.
- Select a visual that illustrates the meaning of the vocabulary word.
- Pair the visual with a visual of the keyword.
- Use these keyword visuals to directly teach new vocabulary words.
- Provide students with multiple exposures to the keyword visuals and vocabulary words through engaging activities.

MEASURING PROGRESS
- Teacher observation
- Student self-assessment
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